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We are incorporating a novel self-referencing Mach-Zehnder interferometer into a large scale laser system as a
real time, interactive diagnostic tool for wavefront measurement. The instrument is capable of absolute
wavefront measurements accurate to better than A/10 pv over a wavelength range > 300 nm without
readjustment of the optical components. This performance is achieved through the design of both refractive
optics and a catadioptric collimator to achromatize the Mach-Zehnder reference arm. Other features include
polarization insensitivity through the use of low angles of incidence on ali beamsplitters as well as an equal path
length configuration that allows measurement of either broad-band or closely spaced laser-line sources.
Instrument accuracy is periodically monitored in place by means of a thermally and mechanically stable
wavefront reference source that is calibrated off-line with a phase conjugate interferometer. Video
interferograms are analyzed using Fourier transform techniques on a computer that includes a dedicated array
processor. Computer and video networks maintain distributed interferometers under the control of a single
analysis computer with multiple user access,

•.

1. INTRODUCTION
The classical Mach-Zehnder interferometer consists of an input beam splitter that divides the amplitude of an
incoming wavefront into reference and measurement beams. After each beam is reflected and then recombined
on an output beamsplitter, fringes are observed which reveal the optical path differences along the two arms of
the interferometer. This scheme can be used for optical testing by inserting an unknown optic into the
interferometer's measurement arm. In experimental applications, a gas flow, flame, or other object of interest is
introduced into the measurement arm. When the object of interest is the incoming laser beam itself, one may
spatially filter the reference arm to produce a high quality spherical wave which is then collimated and
recombined with the original beam. Since the reference wavefront is produced from the beam under test, the
scheme is referred to as a self-referencing Mach-Zehnder interferometer (SRMZ). This general type of
wavefront measuring interferometer has taken many forms and is also the basis for at least one commercially
available wavefront sensor 1

•

For the past few years a SRMZ interferometer has been the primary wavefront diagnostic for detailed
measurements of the process laser beams in the Laser Isotope Separation Program at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory. The primary goals tbr the wavefront diagnostic have been 1) accuracy cf k/15 pv,
including absolute measurement of focus, over an aberration range from k/15 to 2 k pv, 2) spatial resolution
of at least 1/20 the aperture dimensions, 3) pupil relay of nominally collimated laser light, 4) insensitivity to
polarization, time varying intensity non-unitbrmities, pointing noise, and frequency chirp, and 5) ease of use by
laser system operators.
We have found that a SRMZ combined with the Fourier fringe analysis technique2 meets the above requirements
under most operating conditions. More recently, we have replaced the refractive optics in the collimating arm
with a catadio[_tric collimator to achromatize the reference arm and enable absolute wavefront measurements of
lasers over the wavelength range from 600-900 nra. With this design, we are able to verify operation of the
interferometer in place using a He-Ne wavefront reference source and subsequently have confidence regarding
its performance over this 300 nm wavelen_h band. Details of the new SRMZ and its interface to a large,
multiwavelength laser system are described in the remainder of this paper.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Departrnelit of Energy by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.

2. ACHROMATIC

SRMZ

Throughout our analysis we use an operational definition of achromaticity that corresponds to the incorporation
of a wavefront reference source for calibration. Hence achromatic refers to the performance of the system
without mechanical readjustment over the wavelength range 600-900 nm when it has been set up for optimum
performance at the 633 nm He-Ne laser wavelength. We treat in detail the case of a rectangular, nominally
collimated input beam of size 4 mm x 8 mm, although similar considerations apply to Gaussian or other types of
beams in this size regime.
,

The key components of the achromatic SRMZ (Fig. 1) are the pinhole illuminating telescope, a pinhole spatial
filter, and the reference beam collimator. By using sufficiently slow optics (-_ f/22) and near normal incidence
angles, we have found an achromatic design that can be built using high quality, standard spherical elements
without the need for custom lens fabrication.

•.

2.1 Pinhole illuminating telescope
A compact two-element telephoto lens with fixed element spacing and effective focal length f/ = 200 mm
focuses the reference arm beam onto a 15/xm diam pinhole spatial filter (pinhole diam is governed by collimator
f/and beam size ). The lens produces a diffraction pattern whose central lobe for an unaberrated beam at the
shortest wavelength and largest input dimension overfills the pinhole by a factor of two. The 2x overfill creates
a high quality spherical wave for the reference arm collimator while still providing adequate transmitted intensity
(§2.3)3, 4.
A commercial achromat and biconcave singlet _. = 48 mm, f2 = -12 mm, spacing 35 mm) were selected with
the CODE V optical design program such that ti_e shift in focal length from that at the reference wavelength is
always less than one Rayleigh range (Zr = r Or)2 X). This criterion assures that the beam intensity on the
pinhole for a pert'ect wavefront does not decrease by more than a factor of two due to longitudinal color.
2.2 Collimating

optics

In order to measure wavefront, including absolute focus, without having to calibrate and correct for the
chromatic aberrations of refractive lenses, we use a catadioptric collimator for the reference arm which is
designed to be achromatic over the wavelength wavelength range of interest. The collimating element is a single
f/22 reflecting sphere used at low angle of incidence. In this case, the primary residual aberrations are
astigmatism plus a small amount of coma (Fig. 3). The mirror is slow enough that spherical aberration is
completely negligible.

•

By introducing a tilted, wedged transmission plate (astigmatism corrector 5) in the expanding beam between the
pinhole and mirror, it is possible to cancel both the coma and astigmatism of the collimating mirror tbr the
single field point which enters this problem. As shown in Fig. 4, coma from the corrector is essentially constant
over several degrees of tilt. By considering other cases one finds that the magnitude of the coma is a slowly
varying function of 1) the distance ef the wedge from the pinhole, and 2) the wedge apex angle. As a result, a
convenient combination of a:stance and apex angle can be found which cancels the coma in the mirror.
Simultaneously, the wedge can be tilted to cancel the mirror's astigmatism.
In addition to coma and astigmatism, the tilted wedge introduces a significant tbcal shift of the pinhole source,
as well as beam displacement and angular deviation. However, it can be shown that the sensitivity of ali these
wedge effects to wavelength and temperature is insignificant over the band of interest under laboratory
conditions.
Furthermore, the rates of change of ali aberrations and displacements with respect to mechanical
displacements of the components are within acceptable tolerances. From ray trace modeling and other
calculations we expect that once the wedge and mirror are adjusted for collimation at the reference wavelength
the system remains well collimated over the full wavelength band.

The design of the interferometers we have built is based on detailed CODE V modeling. The front surface of a
5.5 mm thick, 11.3° circular BK 7 wedge prism is located 61 mm behind a 15/zm diam pinhole (wedge apex
upward in Fig. I). The collimating mirror (f = 200 mm) is located 14.2 mm above the undeviated optical axis
and rotated 0.06 ° clockwise. After rotating the wedge about the optical axis to insure that its astigmatism is
correctly oriented, a final rotation about the vertical axis is done in place to cancel the mirror astigmatism (by
design, the wedge should be rotated 2.9 ° counterclockwise with respect to the undeviated optical axis). Care
was taken to kinematically mount the wedge between three opposing balls to prevent distortion of the glass.
Typical results using a ;k/20 pv input beam are better than ;k/10 pv (see inset, Fig. 2.).
2.3 Reference arm intensity
..

An important consideration in any interferometer which uses a pinhole spatial filter to develop a reference
wavefront is the variance in transmission of the pinhole as a function of wavefront tilt (pointing error),
wavelength, and input beam aberration. We now estimate the efficiency of the reference arm, taking into
account diffraction ,osses on both sides of the pinhole as well as loss in pinhole transmission due to beam
aberrations.
2.3.1 Diffraction losses
For an unaberrated rectangular input beam (dimensions lx x/,,) of uniform intensity IO, the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern at the tocus of the pinhole illuminating telgscope is gig,en by6
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For a pinhole of area Ao uniformly irradiated with intensity Iu, the on-axis (r = 0) intensity of the Airy pattern
at a distance z beyond flaepinhole is given by
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7), is the overall on-axis transmission efficiency of the reference arm. In Eq. (4) we have set z = focal length of
the reference arm collimating optics, fc, and approximated Iu by an equivalent uniform intensity
Pr

(5)

-ex tp(o,0)
where PT is the total power transmitted through the pinhole, rx is a wavelength and alignment dependent
parameter which relates the spatially averaged intensity across the pinhole to the peak intensity given by Eq. (2).

PT and t k have been plotted in Fig. 5 by numerically integrating the overlap between a rectangular Fraunhofer
pattern ana a circular aperture, lt is apparent from Eq. (4) that with !_erfectly achromatic optics, diffraction at
an overfilled pinhole causes the reference arm intensity to scale as X"*, with an additional factor t x of order
unity which compensates for the more uniform pinhole illumination at longer wavelengths.

.
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To estimate our spatial filter efficiency over the wavelength band, "rx is plotted in Fig. 6 with f/ = f¢ = 200 mm
and a pinhole diameter of 15 tzm for both perfect alignment on the pinhole (,_ = O) and an offset ot
zSx = I0 tzm (corresponding to +50 _rad of input angle noise at the interferometer).
Shown on the same plot
are the input beamsplitter reflectivities which give equal output intensities in the two arms for each offset as well
as a pair of reflectivity curves that would cause the reference arm to have 4 times the intensity of the
measurement arm for each case.
2.3.2 Beam aberration

losses

Aberrations on the input beam can significantly decrease spatial filter transmission 3,4. For a circular beam with
a total rms waveffont aberration 4, which satisfies 27rq,/k < 1 , the normalized height of the point spread
function (pst) is given by the Strehl ratio 7,

S=

I-

(27r0)2

(6)

Since S describes the psf at the focal position corresponding to an unperturbed wavefront, it would be applied
directly as a multiplicative factor to Eqs. (2) and (4) to account for the decrease in on-axis intensity in the
reference arm due to relatively small input beam aberrations.
For pv wavefront aberrations > ;k, the transverse and longitudinal shift of the focal spot as well as its shape can
very rapidly deplete pinhole transmission in a manner that depends on the exact nature of the aberrated
wavefront. While a high bandwidth pointing loop could reduce the effects of transverse displacement of the psf
peak at the pinhole, we do not expect to compensate tor longitudinal shifts. As a simple example, consider a
9 mm diam circular beam with 1 wave of pure focus error at the input to a 200 mm focal length lens. This
aberration will not significantly change the height or shape of the psf, however the focal point will be
longitudinally shifted by _ 2.4 mm. Since on-axis intensity drops by a factor of 2 at a distance from focus of
-_ r(f/) 2 _, = I mm, the pinhole transmission decreases by more than a factor of 4 in this case.
2.4 Fringe contrast
The main effect of poor overall fringe contrast is to decrease the signal to noise ratio by reducing the effective
number of signal bits in the digitization process. To maintain fringe visibility over the wavelength band, one
could reduce the t x X"4 dependence of the spatial filter losses by using a pinhole illuminating lens whose
longitudinal color scales as a positive power of X. In this case, the lens to pinhole spacing would be
intentionally offset to increase pinhole losses at shorter wavelengths in order to smooth the transmission curve
over the wavelength band. However, this smoothing of the loss curve has the undesirable effect of reducing the
reference arm transmission at short wavelengths.
Alternatively, one could retain higher throughput with an
achromatic focusing lens and then tapering the reflectivity of the input beam splitter to compensate the t X X-4,
losses (Fig. 6). Exploring this approach further, we next examine the fringe visiblity curves as a function ot "_'X
to optimize the reflection to transmission ratio, R1.'T I, for the input beam splitter.
Assuming that the reflectivity and transmission at the recombination beamsplitter are achromatic and have values
of R2 = 0.50 and T2 = 0.50 respectively, the best fringe visibility occurs when the output intensity of the
reference arm matches that of the measurement arm. However, the large range of losses in the reference arm
insures that perfect visibility will be the exception. Furthermore, the magnitude of these losses causes the fringe

visibility curves to be highly asymmetric with respect to the. ratio..l.l.R"T Nevertheless, .we will show that it is
possible to choose an input beam splitter which maintains h_gh trmge contrast over our lull operating range.
The interference pattern may be described by

t -tm +t, + 2 fTt,
t,
•

cos¢

c7)

where/, f/I and 1r are the intensities at the detector...... from the measurement and reference beams respectively and
is their optical phase difference. Defining the fringe contrast or visibility V in terms of the maximum and
minimum intensities of the interference pattern, we have

Imax- lmin
V 3

imaz+lmi

n

ri

2
R2(RI+TIT_

)

where we assumeR 1 + TI = R2 + T2 = 1.
In Fig. 7 we have plotted V vs 3'x according to Eq. (8). The curves are parameterized by Rd and assume
T9 = R9 = 0.5 . If R I _ 2-4%-then acceptable visibility (V > 0.25) will be maintained t_om the largest _,_,
v_lues o'f interest (_,0.15) down to 7x "_ 0.0015. Allowing 50 #rad of angular misalignment at the
interferometer as a worst case, Fig. 6implies that transmission at the longest wavelength would be 0.015, so
that tor "YXas small as 0.0015 the interferometer could tolerate a factor of 10 loss in the reference arm due to
beam aberrations.
From the discussion in the preceding paragraph, the instrument would then be able to
measure beams with as much as I-2 waves pv of aberration over the wavelength range. Visibility could be
further improved for small values of 3,x if R 1 was tapered from about 3% at h = 0.6 #m to about 1% at
0.9 #m.
2°5 Equalization

of optical path lengths

Optical path lengths in the two interferometer arms can be equalized by adjustment of the turning mirror location
in the measurement arm. For laser sources with bandwidths as large as 10 GHz, the paths need to be equal only
to within 1 mm for good fringe visibility. For broader sources, dispersion in the pinhole illuminating lens and
tilted wedge could be compensated by adding a dispersive window in the measurement arm.
3. OPTICAL

SYSTEM INTERFACES

AND CALIBRATION

3.1 Beam sampling
An external telescope provides the interface between the interferometer and the optical delivery system.
Establishing this interface achieves modularity sine,: the same interferometer can be used in many places
throughout the system regardless of the beam siz_ or the observation plane to be investigated. The interface
telescope is afocal and has its entrance pupil (r,_al) located at the plane of interest within the delivery system
(e.g., at a detormable mirror position). Th-: telescope forms an exit pupil at the recombination splitter in the
interferometer. This beam reduction and pupil relay are the primary optical functions of the interface telescope.
In the current installations, light is obtained by means of a diagnostic leaker mirror that transmits at most a few
percent of the high power laser to be measured. The telescope must reduce the incoming laser beam by about
10x and be adjustable to accommodate entrance pupil sizes over a range of _ 10%. The desired exit pupil size
is chosen to underfill a standard video sensor of dimension 4.8 x 6.4 mm2. Due to layout constraints and
system geometry, the distance from the entrance pupil to the telescope can be large (up to 30 meters), and it is

convenient if the eye relief, which is the distance from the telescope to the exit pupil, is sufficiently large (3-5
meters). Finally, the telescope should introduce wavefront distortions no greater than ;k/20 and, like the
interferometer, be achromatic over a broad spectral range. These requirements led us to design and deploy a
four element reflective configuration for the telescope. The elements are spherical and are tilted by a minimum
amount for beam clearance. The limiting aberration is astigmatism introduced by the first mirror. Since the
beam is large here, a long radius concave mirror is used and the angle of incidence on the mirror is kept small.
As a result, the interface telescope is about 3 meters in length.
•

One potential pitfall of a demagnifying telescope is the magnification of angle noise on the sampled beam to a
level beyond the pinhole tolerance of 4-50 prad. We anticipate incorporating a small high bandwidth mirror
between the telescope and the interferometer to minimize this problem when necessary.
3.2 Wavefront

reference

source

The wavefront reference source (WFRS) is a low power laser beam with a fiat wavefront that is used to verify
operation of the interferometer as installed (Fig. 8). The size of the WFRS beam matches that of the largest
process laser that is to be measured, presently a rectangular beam with top-hatted intensity distribution of
dimensions 40 x 80 mm 2. Wavefront quality is )x/12 pv over this rectangle. The WFRS is overlapped with the
beam to be measured at a point which is as close to the diagnostic leaker mirror as the installation constraints
will allow, and in any case ahead of the interface telescope. It thereby picks up most of the aberrations due to
the diagnostic path and enables these errors to be subtracted out in software.
A three-rod super-invar cavity provides a stable structure for positioning the WFRS components:
a single mode
optical fiber (smr) source, a gimbal-mounted flat folding mirror, and a commercial 150 mm diameter air-spaced
achromat. The fiber and collimating lens are mounted on a single "spider" for coarse adjustment of cavity
length. Fine angular and linear adjustment are provided by a small translator and flexure gimbal that hold the
smf chuck. Connection to an external 35 mW He-N_-_laser is achieved through a smf connector on the endplate
tbllowed by a circular mandrel tbr mode stripping the light before it emerges from the cleaved fiber end.
In designing this system, the far field intensity pattern of tl:.e smf was measured to determine the mode field spot
diameter for the actual fiber being used. The lens focal length was then chosen so that the half-power points of
the nearly Gaussian beam from the fiber occurred at a diameter of approximately 90 mm.
3.3 Absolute calibration
The WFRS itself is calibrated in an off-line laboratory using a phase conjugate interferometer (pci) that is the
absolute reference for laser system beam quality. Carrier fringe interferograms are analysed using Fourier
transtbrm techniques 2. In this scheme, the WFRS performs as an interferometer transfer standard which must
maintain wavefront integrity during transport and deployment intervals of many months.
_, schematic of the pci is shown in Fig. 9. The input beamsplitter directs most of the light toward the BaTiO 3
crystal in order to enhance the phase conjugation process. The splitter R:T ratio is not critical since both
interferometer arms experience one reflection and one transmission on this component.
Reflectivity of the
mirror in the non-conjugated arm is chosen to approximate the crystal's conjugation efficiency ( = 20%) for
good fringe visibility. These two high quality optics are tested in a commercial digital Fizeau interferometer
since their surface errors are nearly doubled in the interferogram.
The single
The afocal
images the
recombined
the splitter.

long focal length lens in the phase conjugate arm reduces beam size to optimize crystal efficiency.
telescope in the common path output leg demagnifies the beam to fit on a video camera and also
input beamsplitter onto the camera. The latter condition facilitates accurate overlapping of the
beams at the input beamsplitter and maintains their overlap on the camera when tilt is introduced at
For our purposes, optical quality of the three lenses does not influence the interferogram.

During calibration, a polarization rotator is inserted between the He-Ne laser and the input to the single mode
fiber that feeds the WFRS. The rotator enables us to adjust the partially polarized output of the WFRS for best
efficiency of the phase conjugaze crystal.
4. COMPUTER
4.1 Computer
•

•"

and video network

SYSTEM

architecture

Multiple interferometers with standard RS-170 video based data acquisition are to be deployed throughout the
laser system. As shown in Fig. 10, the interferometry diagnostics take advantage of a multipurpose computer
and video network which links all interferometers to a single analysis computer and video image processor• The
computer hardware consists of a DEC MicroVAX III with 16MB memory, an array processor residing on the
MicroVAX Q-BUS (Sky Computers, Inc. model Warrior Q20), and image processing boards on a VME bus
(Datacube, Inc.).
Remote workstations access and control any of the interferometers through the computer and device controller.
The video output from each interferometer is connected directly to one of seven available inputs to the image
processor which subsequently selects among them under software control. In addition, video signals to and from
.the image processor enter the video network through a video switch that is accessible to the workstations,
allowing each user to select video images of interest for local display on the workstation video monitors.
4.2 Software architecture
The Video Analysis, Acquisition, and Control software for Interferometry (VAAC) is a multiuser (up t_o4)
system for analyzing interferogram images using standard Fourier transform fringe analysis techniques 3. As
illustrated in Fig. 11 the software consists of four major components which communicate to form the VAAC
package: Database/Database Manager (DBM), X Windows User Interface, Image Handling Server, and Data
Analysis Server. While VAAC has been written in C and Ada for the DEC VMS operating system, the software
architecture is very general and could be adapted to other multiuser video based diagnostics and other operating
environments. The four major components of the code are described in the following paragraphs.
4.2.1 Database
The VAAC Database is implemented as a VMS global section that is partitioned into two regions, a Data Region
and a Header Region. The Data Region, which is an array of arrays of either byte data or real data, stores ali
acquired images and processed data. The Header Region is partitioned into four areas, one for each VAAC
user. The Header Region stores descriptor records for the data in the data region. These descriptor records
contain information on the type of data stored, the source of the data, accounting intormation, and an access
token. Other portions of the code use this information to directly address data arrays in the Data Region.
The VAAC DBM is a collection of callable procedures and functions that make up a simple interface to the
Header and Data Regions of the Database global section. Ali parts of VAAC access the Database with the aid of
the DBM.
4.2.2 User interface
The VAAC User Interface is an X Window System based on the Motif widget set. Through the User Interface
operators can choose full analysis or selective analysis of an interferogram image, direct where video images or
processed data are displayed, snap and save raw interferogram images to a disk file, read/save processed data
results from/to a disk file, and generate hard copy output of 3D surface plots. The User Interface executes as a
separate VMS process for each user. lt establishes DECNET communication links to the Image Handling Server
and Data Analysis Server processes and automatically requests display resources from the Image Handling
Server.

4.2.3 Image handling server

,
,

The Image Handling Server is an independent VMS process that serves as a multiuser interface to the image
processing hardware. Communication with the Image Handling Server is accomplished through the use of
multiple DECNET connections, one for each VAAC user, for the passing of command and control information.
Processing of commands from multiple users is accomplished by placing ali requests into a first in/first out
queue (FIFO) from which they are then removed and executed. The command and control information specifies
the operation to execute and data to be operated on. Ali data to be operated on is read from the Database. The
Image Handling Server provides a set of commands that allow a user to allocate display resources, grab raw
images, define regions of interest for building filters and extracting specific areas from the raw interferogram,
display multiple images (up to 3) on a single display, display color contour and 3D surface plots of the
wavefront.
4.2.4 Data analysis

server

The Data Analysis Server is an independent VMS process that provides a multiuser interface to the array
processor hardware in a manner that is exactly analogous to the way in which the Image Handling server
provides an interface to the image processing hardware. The Data Analysis Server provides a limited set of
processing commands to perform interferogram analysis which includes frequency spectrum generation, filter
build, wavefront generation, reconstruction of fringes from the calculated wavefront, 3D surface plot, and
contour generation.
5. SUMMARY
We are deploying the achromatic SRMZ as part of an ongoing effort to measure wavefront aberrations of the
process laser beams in the LLNL Laser Isotope Separation Program. A non-achromatic SRMZ has already
provided detailed wavefront data for several years, and we expect the newest version will extend our capabilities
by covering a broad wavelength range with a single instrument. Important systems issues that have been
addressed include the optical interface, a stable WFRS, absolute calibration, and multiuser software.
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interferograms obtained in the laboratory using 4 mm x 8 mm region of a WFRS.
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Fig. 3. Aberrations of a tilted spherical mirror
collimator (CODE V).
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tc)r extremes of the wavelength band). Pinhole diam =
15 p.m. input beam dimensions 4 mm x 8 mm, tbcusing
lens./i = 200 mm.
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Fig. 6. Collimated on-axis output intensity y\ vs h. for
pinhole oft'set ,2rx = 0 (uppermost solid curve, and
Ar = 10/zm (dashed). Immediately below each curve
is the reflectivity of the input beamsplitter R 1 which
equalizes intensities at the recombination beamsplitter.
The bottom two curves show the R 1 required for the
reference arm intensity to be tour times that of the
measurement arm.
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Fig. 7. (a) Fringe visibility vs "/X,parametrized by the input beamsplitt_" reflectivity R1 . (b) Same as (a). but
with expanded scale tor 3'>,< 0.02 .
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Fig. 8. Wavefront reference source. (a) Optical schematic and (b) realization using a 3-rod super-invar cavity t,_r
dimensional stability.
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Fig. 10. Interface of the interferometry
workstation
appears as an X Windows
are switched onto the video network.

hardware to the laser system computer and video networks.
Each remote
client on the computer network and also has several RS-170 monitors that
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Fig. I 1. Software architecture
tor the multiuser interferometer
system.
Interface process which accesses the image and array processors
through
corresponding
servers.
The database is accessed using direct addressing

.

Independent Process

Each X window client opens a new User
FIFO queues that are controlled by the
methods.

